AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT

*The Authentic Assessment Toolbox* by Jonathan Mueller. A one-stop center for all things related to authentic assessment, including explanations, research, and examples. Audience: Faculty in all disciplines

“The Case for Authentic Assessment” by Grant Wiggins from *Education Oasis*. A scholarly article in which Grant Wiggins explains the reasons why authentic assessment is important. Audience: Faculty in all disciplines

“Activities Exchange” from the Access Excellence Program at the National Health Museum. Activities aimed at teaching Health Sciences, primarily for K-12, but easily adapted for college classes. Audience: Biological sciences faculty

*Authentic Tasks and Rubrics* from the Authentic Assessment Toolbox. Samples of college level authentic assessments from biology, education, English, journalism, music and psychology. Audience: Faculty in these disciplines

“Examples of Student Activities” from the World Campus, Faculty Resources, at Penn State University. A comprehensive list of authentic learning/assessment activities that can be adapted to almost any course. Audience: Faculty in all disciplines